External electric field effects on prompt and delayed fluorescence in chloroplasts.
An electric field pulse was applied to a suspension of osmotically swollen spinach chloroplasts after illumination with a saturating flash in the presence of DCMU. In addition to the stimulation of delayed fluorescence by the electric field, discovered by Arnold and Azzi (Arnold, W.A. and Azzi, R. (1971) Photochem. Photobiol. 14, 233-240) a sudden drop in fluorescence yield was observed. The kinetics of this fluorescence change were identical to those of the integrated delayed fluorescence emission induced by the pulse. The S-state dependence of the stimulated emission was very similar to that of the normal luminescence. We assume that the membrane potential generated by the pulse changes the activation energy for the back reaction in Photosystem II. On this basis, and making use of data we obtained earlier from electrochromic absorbance changes induced by the pulse, the kinetics of the field-induced prompt and delayed fluorescence changes, and also the amplitude of the fluorescence decrease, which was about 12% for a nearly saturating pulse, are explained. Our results indicate that in those reaction centers where a decrease of the activation energy occurs the effect of a pulse can be quite spectacular: the back reaction, which normally takes seconds, is completed in a few hundred microseconds when a sufficiently strong pulse is applied. Measurements of the polarization of the stimulate luminescence supported the interpretation given above. Only 2.8% of the back reaction was found to proceed via transition of reexcited chlorophyll to the ground state, both during the field pulse and in the absence of the field.